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News , views and industry updates from AIM Awards

Welcome

Welcome to our special conference edition of our new AIM Awards ‘agenda’
Newsletter. I hope you find this newsletter informative and fun! We will be
producing future editions to keep you up-to-date on all things AIM!
This issue will update you on the rebrand of all our qualifications (we like to
keep busy and be at the forefront of innovation here at AIM) . Have a read,
digest and if you have anything you’d like including in future issues, please
email it to Jessica.Beverley@aimawards.org.uk and lastly I hope you enjoy your
day at the AIM Awards Conference.

It’s an AIM thing…...
Introducing our new brand of qualifications and products

We are incredibly pleased to announce our new brand of AIM Awards qualifications and products.
Our rebrand is more than just new logos; it is about us celebrating who we are and what we stand
for. As one of the most flexible national and international Awarding Organisations out there, our
new products have been designed to represent a new, flexible approach to better meet the needs of
employers and learners.
Our ethos hasn’t changed; our learners remain at the heart of what we do. So why not join us on our
journey….

Why are things changing?
In September 2015, Ofqual introduced the new Regulated
Qualification Framework (RQF) which aims to provide a single, simple
system for cataloguing all qualifications regulated by Ofqual. The RQF
replaces the Qualifications and Credit Framework (QCF) where most of
our products sit.
As an Awarding Organisation regulated by Ofqual, we must make
a few changes to our QCF qualifications to remain compliant. We
must remove references to ‘QCF’ in our qualification titles and
documentation and we must also introduce Total Qualification Time
(TQT) for every qualification. TQT is the number of notional hours it
takes an average learner to achieve the qualification and is made up of
two elements:
•
the number of Guided Learning Hours (GLH) - the number 		
of Tutor-led contact hours
•
the number of hours spent on preparation, studying and 		
the assessment that is non- guided
We have taken this opportunity to improve our offer to better reflect
the purpose of our products.

What’s changing...
Over the upcoming months, all of our qualifications and
products will undergo a rebrand where we will work with you
and your valued feedback to review the validity and content
of our qualifications to create and rebrand new qualifications
with exciting new documentation.

What will our new style
qualifications look like?
Each new style qualification will be made up of components.
Each component has standards, which are the requirements of
that component. Learners must provide evidence to meet all of
the standards in the component.
Each standard is usually accompanied with assessment
requirements. These set out the recommended knowledge
and/or skills required to achieve the standard. Learners must
evidence all of the assessment requirements to successfully
achieve the standard, unless otherwise stated.
We will provide you with:
· Qualification Learner Guides - these learner-friendly guides
will detail everything your learners will need to know about
the qualification they are undertaking; the content of the
qualification, how they will assessed, what the qualification
could lead to and any additional information to help them
successfully achieve.
· Qualification Centre Handbook – these handbooks are
aimed at all centre staff involved in the delivery and
assessment of the qualification.

As and when we make these new style qualifications available
to you, we will allow a sufficient transition period to transfer
your existing provision over to these new RQF qualifications.
We will work with agencies, such as the Skills Funding Agency,
to ensure they remain accessible to you and your learners.

We promise to make any transition as seamless as possible;
your dedicated Account Team will work with you to swap
your provision over by automatically setting up your new
replacement courses on our Portal ready for new learner
registrations.

They include our new style units (now called components)
and guidance on assessment. It also includes information
on how to offer the qualification - from qualification
approval through to external verification and certification.
· A Guide to Assessing AIM Awards Qualifications – the
aim of this document is to provide guidance for Tutors,
Assessors and Internal Verifiers (IVs) on the assessment
requirements of Ofqual regulated, AIM Awards qualifications.
It sets out the expectations for the achievement at each
level and provides guidance on a range of assessment
methods and activities.

Take a look at our ‘All You Need
to Know’ guide in our conference
packs to meet our new brands!
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The games, animation and visual
effects industries have much in
common when it comes to skills.

Employers have identified that despite
the huge number of qualifications and
university courses that are available,
the recruitment of new entrants
possessing the fundamental STEAM
skills remains a huge challenge.

Over the last year, AIM Awards has
been working in close partnership
with NextGen and its major employer
partners to develop and deliver a new
technical qualification with direct
progression routes to university and
new Trailblazer Apprenticeships.

Join this workshop to find out how
this process of collaborative working
is opening up opportunities not only
for learners, but also for teachers to
develop new skills with industries
where arts and science are no longer
viewed as separate fields.

Introducing

AIMee

We are so excited to introduce you all to AIMee, our newest member of the team and our very own AIM

Awards Superhero! We’ve employed AIMee to keep you updated with all of our latest news and
events.
This year is our year, with exciting new adventures just around the corner! We don’t want to give
too much away but here’s a sneak preview…wouldn’t it be great if our qualification documentation
was learner-focused as well? Your learners would be more informed of what we expect from them
during their studies and what they can expect when it comes to verification. They may answer
some of your questions too! How about that?
Keep an eye out over the next few months for AIMee on social media; she likes to think of herself as
a bit of a social butterfly and would love to meet you all at our upcoming events.
Email: aimee@aimawards.org.uk		
Facebook: AIMee at AIMAwards
Twitter: @AIMee_AIMAwards		
LinkedIn: aimee-aimawards-85457611b
Finally, don’t forget to #AskAIMee! She will always try to get back to you within 24 hours.
Unless she’s off doing superhero stuff.

AIM Awards | Account Team Update
AIM Awards are pleased to announce the next phase in our exciting plans to ensure our high level of user satisfaction is maintained. As AIM Awards grows and in the ever changing world of funding, we are making some slight
amendments to the way our Account Teams are structured and operate. Moving forward we will adopt a regionalised approach to our operations with each region having a dedicated team comprising of a Regional Business
Development Manager, Regional External Quality Assurance Manager and a Customer
Support Officer. During the transition period, you may receive communication from team members who you are
not familiar with. We envisage this transfer over to the new regionalised teams to be completed by
September 2016. During this time I would like to assure you that we value you as a provider and will
maintain the highest levels of support for you. I will write to you nearer the time of changeover to give
you finalised details of your Account Team Members.
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